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Drifter: Speed of Light,2000, James Rosenquist

9-Colour lithograph on Somerset soft white paper, printed by
Maurice Sanchez, Derriere L'Etolie Studio, New York, edition 60/XX

contemporary Aft,
Collaboratively Cool

STPI's new exhibition pushes

boundaries, mixes media
By Ptper Parry

The exhibition has toured New York's Museum of Modern
Art (MoMA), London's Whitechapel Art Gallery and the 21st

Century Museum of Contemporary Art in Kanazawa, Japan.
The next stop is the Singapore Tyler Print Institute (STPI)

from 22 May to 10 July for 200 nrtworks 25 years: Artists'
Editions for Parkett.

The art will be displayed in and around rooms of an

imaginary house, such as a Playroom, Wardrobe and Garden.

Visitors exit the exhibition through the Reading Room,

where they can browse through Pnrkett's recent volumes as

well as through artists' sketches, letters and other material
documenting the direct collaboration process.

Featuring work by notable contemporary artists including
Damien Hirst, Jeff Koons, Mariko Mori, Ai Wei Wei, Marizio
Cattelan, Yayoi Kusama and Richard Prince, the exhibition
consists of 200 commissioned lt'orks from the collection
of the contemporary art journal Parkett. A concise survey
of contemporary art, the show features 120 artists from 20

countries.
The Swiss-based Parkett, founded in 1984, has a well-

established position at the forefront of contemporary
arf. Parkett engages artists and collaborates with them to

create new works. It then documents the results in their
publications three times a year. The magazine also offers

editions of the works (official reproductions created by the

artists) for sale to subscribers. The STPI show will draw
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from the commissioned edition works in a wide range of
traditional as well as more unusual mediums including
drawing, print, photography, painting, sculpture, video,
DVD and sound.

One of the leading works in the exhibition is by American

Jeff Koons, known for his giant reproductions of banal
objects such as brightly coloured balloon animals produced
in stainless steel with mirror-finish surfaces. While some

art historians dismiss his work as kitsch, others view it as

pioneering with major art-historical importance. At the
request of Parkett, Koons created lnflatable Balloon Floruer
(Yelloru) in 1,997 , an excellent example of an artwork that
addresses both the artist's own interests and the business

of contributing to the small-sca1e limited-edition format. By

designing a balloon which inflates to become a five-foot tal1,

striking acid-ye1low flower-like shape, Koons solved the
problem of making a piece r,r'hich was of the same scale as

his large sculptures while being small enough to be posted to
buyers.

Englishman Damien Hirst, who rose to notoriety in
the UK in the 1990s by using formaldehyde in his n,ork,
contributed Whst Goes Up Mttst Come Dorat. The piece,

created in1,991, is said to represent'perfect control.'It
consists of an actual domestic hairdryer blor,t'ing a ping-pong
ball inside a laboratorl specimen jar.

By contrast, Charles Ray's 1993 creation The Most Beautiful

Girl in the World is a two-dimensional set of nine photographs
featuring supermodel Tatjana Patitz. Beginning with casual,

everyday shots of the model at home with her dog and in her

garden, the series culminates in a highly styled version of
Patitz on a magazine cover.

A japanese video and photographic artist who juxtaposes

Eastern mythology with Western culture, Mariko Mori
studied at Bunka Fashion College in the late 1980s and

worked as a fashion model. This experience influenced her

early works, such as Play uith Me, in which she controls
her role in the image, becoming an exotic, alien creature in
everyday scenes. In the current exhibition, Mori broaches the

contemporary scene with S/nr Doll, the ubiquitous Barbie as a

1o-inch tall pop star with blue
hair, a microphone, earphones,
boots, white stockings and
red plaid skirt.

"Com m issioned
by Pnrkett, the most
important artists oI
our time have created
ed i tions that represent
Ihe essence of their art
or rer eal an unerpected
dimension," notes the
Whitechapel Art Gallery in
London.

As part of the
collaboration w ith P arkett,

an artist typically creates

an edition of 20 to 200

reprod uctions ol his or
her work, some of which
will be available for sale

to the pubiic at STPI. "We
\\ dnt to m;ke art accessible to

the public. With these artworks,
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Infinity Nets,2000, Yayoi Kusama
Silkscreen print on mirror, edition ZO/XXX

people can take something home with them,,, said Nor
Jumaiyah who handles public relations for STpI.

Like Parkett, STPI is a centre for international
collaborations that brings renowned artists and their works
into the region and makes locally-published art available
to visitors. The fact that the artworks in this exhibition exist
in more than one example places them in the ,democratic,

tradition with which prints have long been identified. This
central aspect of STPI's mission helps explain what may be a
less-than-obvious connection with parkett.

The not-for-profit STPI defines itself as an ,,international

publisher and dealer of fine art prints and works on
paper.// The linchpin of STPI activities is the Visiting
Artists Programme, which generates a majority of the new
exhibits mounted monthly. Every year, STpI selects six
established international artists for residencies of four to
six weeks. During their time at STpI, artists explore print
and papermaking techniques in the artists, studio and
papermaking workshop, pushing their art to ,higher levels
of de.,'elopment'in collaboration with skilled printers and
a master papermaker 
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^"0Iectures by the artist about the

pleces/ process and favourite
medium.

Former STpI Visiting
Artists programme

'#lT,T:;"fftff*
Bickerton, Zhu Wei and
Atui Dodiya. Chosen

artists have hailed from
the United States, China,

France, Malaysia, the
philippines and Indonesia.

STpI,s facilities are housed
in a converted conservation warehouse

along the Singapore River at Robertson

InJTntnble Bolloon Flozoer (Yelloiu), 1997, Jeff Koons
PVC approx.51 x59 x7O" (128 x 148 x 18Ocm),
manufactured by Schultes, Vienrra, Ed.j0O/XL

What Goes up Must Come Dozun,1994, Damien Hirst
Ping-pong ba11, hairdryer, plexiglass container for laboratories,
edition 30/XV

Quay. In addition to a contemporary art gallery and artists,
studio, the institute includes a state-of-the-art printmaking
workshop and Asia's largest paper mill for handmade
European-style paper.

"In addition to printmaking, handmade paper made at
our own workshop is tailored to each artist,s specifications
and is an integral part of our exhibits,,, said Jumaiyah. The
institute's custom-made 50-ton press was engineered by
Kenneth Tyler, one of the guiding forces behind STpI.

STPI opened its doors to the public in April 2002, with the
guidance of Kenneth Tyler of the renowned print workshop
Tyler Graphics. Tyler is recognised as one of the foremost
American master printers of the 20th century, knou,n for
publishing works by globally acclaimed artists such as
David Hockney, Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschenberg, James
Rosenquist, Frank Stella and Andy Warhol in a workshop
atmosphere that celebrated creativity and collaboration.

Piper Parry is a media executiue uho has liaed ancj workecl in Asia
for many years. She has recently relocatecl to Singapore.
Laura Bales, PASSAGE Managing Editor, made additional
contributions to this story.

Photos and copyright courtesy of pnrkett puhlishers ZtLrichIJew york anLj
indiuiduol arti-t: of caclt ioork
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